New and improved truncation error bounds are derived for continued fractions K(a"/1), where a" -» 0. The geometrical approach is somewhat unusual in that it involves both isometric circles and fixed points of bilinear transformations.
(1) ^ ŵ
here an e C, an # 0 for n > 1, and a" -» a, are called limit periodic. In this paper we shall obtain new and improved a priori error bounds for both the classical continued fraction (1) and its modified form [2] in the case a = 0.
Recently obtained results in error analysis/acceleration by Thron and Waadeland [6, 7] apply only in the case a ¥= 0, and the author's results along these lines [2] require the sort of bounds described in the present paper.
(1) may be perceived as a composition of bilinear transformations in the following way: Set tn(z) = an/(l + z) and Tn(z) = tx° • • * ° t"(z) for n > 1. The «th approximant of (1) is then Tn(0). The isometric circle of t"(z) is defined as 7" = (z: |z + 1| = )]\an\}, « > 1. By an application of tn, distances outside 7" are diminished, and those inside I" are increased [1] . tn operating on a circle exterior to In contracts the circle through an inversion in 7" and reflects and rotates the resulting circle. If t" has an attractive fixed point an, and an lies inside the original circle, it also lies inside the transformed circle.
Let us assume that |arg(a" + 1/4)| < 77 and Re(^a" + 1/4 ) > 0. Then an = -1/2 + ]Jan + 1/4 is the attractive fixed point of tn (i.e., /" has two distinct fixed points a" and ßn and |a"| < \ßn\). We write With reference to (1) 
